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The complexity of the worldwide work force is
continuing to change the way private businesses, military
operations, and municipalities operate. "Telecommuting",
working at home or a remote work site, will give an edge to
those with foresight. It allows for a more efficient and
productive work force and eases the current trends in
highway overcrowding during peak commutes. This new outlook
has been possible because of the expansion in information
transfer. Technology allows a very cost efficient means to
send, as well as, receive data and information with small
associated costs. When looking for a competitive edge,
telecommuting allows for a broadening base of resources that
can give an effective means to meeting business or
operational goals. On an employee level it offers time
savings, reduced stress, flexibility and an overall improved
quality of life.
The objective of this report is to give a full
understanding of the significance that telecommuting offers
by looking at its background, site alternatives, costs and
benefits for each party involved, social and external
concerns, and implementation policy. Finally, three





As an opening to telecommuting, in this chapter we will
start with a definition. We will then look at what makes
telecommuting possible, and finally conclude with examples
of home-work in the past.
1.1 Telecommuting Defined .
"Telecommuting" offers the ability for employees to
work at home, on-site location, or at a satellite office
close to home, on a full or part-time basis. Technological
advancements in telecommunication, have allowed employees to
be hooked up to the main office via computer network, fax or
modem from a remote telecommuting site. It can be applied
equally to private business, military operations, and
municipalities. To the extent that a job involves or is
enhanced by the creation, manipulation, storage, or
communication of information, it is increasingly possible to
do that job anywhere that the appropriate information
processing equipment and telecommunications links are found.
This is true not only for jobs performed by a single
isolated individual, but also for group tasks, such as
decision making, that involves multiple individuals in
dispersed locations. Telecommuting offers the benefits of
reduced traffic for society, improved productivity for the

company, and extensive flexibility for the employee. It
doesn't have to be complex, it is possible to telecommute
with as little as a pen, paper and phone.
Over the past two decades the number of automobiles
that travel on highways has continued to grow, especially
during peak commute hours. Air-quality regulations in many
metropolitan areas, require employers to help cut traffic
and smog by submitting trip-reduction plans. Telecommuting
is one effective way to reduce emissions and overloaded
highways, especially during high density commute times.
Telecommuting offers a viable solution for companies to
accomplish their mission during or after an emergency.
After a fire in a Dallas based newspaper building, the staff
and editors worked at home around the clock and kept the
newspaper production on schedule. It also allowed people at
the California State Public Utilities Commission and other
private businesses to continue working productively at home
after the January 1994 earthquake in Southern California.
Telecommuting at home was widely used by workers after the
massive break down in the freeway system with outstanding
results. The telecommunications infrastructure was the
least disrupted infrastructure, and even where service was
interrupted, the telecommunications system was the first to
recover. In fact, telecommuting was an essential part of
the effort to establish "normal" working conditions soon
after the earthquake.

Employees who telecommute can share offices and
significantly reduce the overhead expenses normally incurred
by businesses. Employees can schedule alternate office days
and utilize the same working space. Firms can invest in
less-costly office space in outlying areas to create
satellite offices. Fewer parking spaces are needed as well.
These benefits can add up to major savings.
Limited capital costs are needed to start
telecommuting. These costs will vary between one business
and another, depending on how much of the current operations
shift to telecommuting and how much technical equipment is
available for remote use. While not essential, computers
and other hi-tech communications equipment like facsimile
machines, modems, electronic mail and voice mail can make
telecommuting easier. Computer hardware and software,
telephones, supplies, training, and set-up planning are
initial cost areas that require significant consideration.
Many companies or municipalities start out by requiring
telecommuters to use their own computer and phone equipment
at home, while having someone "already on-staff" manage
currently running projects. Most employees cooperate in
using their own equipment in exchange for the chance to work
at home. Employees without their own personal computers can
utilize company hardware from their home. Case studies of
successful telecommuting organizations have shown that the
required capital investments have been quickly offset by
2increases in employee productivity.

1.2 How is telecommuting possible ?
Information exchange has become a key factor in the
success of many of today's businesses. The United States
used to be largely are industrial nation. In fact, in 1950,
87 percent of workers were involved in industrial production
3
work. By 1980, the service industry caught-up and closely
matched the number of industrial production related jobs.
It is projected that three-quarters of all workers will be
involved in information or service businesses like sales,
public relations, personnel, banking, health-care and
publishing service work by the end of this decade.
The information exchange component of remaining industrial
production jobs and many of these newly developing service
business jobs are now completely portable, opening the doors
to telecommuting.
While technical and job portability factors may make it
possible to telecommute, changing social factors make it a
necessity. Shifts in our lifestyles and family structure
dictate a need for a change in work styles:
The standard "nine to five" schedule was desired around
a traditional family that doesn't exist anymore.
Picking up and dropping off small children at day-care,
arranging after school care - or even handling the
growing demand of elder care - cause many employees to
need more flexibility in their schedules. While
telecommuting is not a substitute for child care, it
can allow some workers much-needed freedom.
In their search for affordable housing, people are mov-
ing further from the cities and their work sites. They have

longer commutes and often wind-up searching for work closer
to home. Telecommuting can ease the strain of commuting
long distances on a daily basis. This creates a cost
effective, feasible option for a firm in avoiding the
possible loss of key employees due to increased local
housing costs.
Perhaps the main reason people are now telecommuting is
simply because they work in companies or municipalities that
allow it as part of a plan to increase profits. In the
United States, 5.5 million people, on both a part time or
full time basis telecommute. This number is expected to
grow significantly as telecommuting acceptance continues to
grow.
1.3 Home-work in the past .
Home-working is nothing new. Agriculture and the home
cottage industry dominated Western society and the U.S.
economy until the Industrial Revolution moved workers to
centrally located city factories during the nineteenth
century. Technology tended to physically concentrate the
majority of the workforce. However, certain other groups
such as scholars, writers, craftspeople, and artists
continued to work at home, seeking the solitude necessary
for their profession. Even though home-working is nothing
new in our society, the emergence of the white-collar office
home-work or telework is. Continued advancements in
technology have now allowed the physical decentralization of

this component of the workforce. They are now able to keep
in contact through high-tech telecommunications. Figure 1
shows the development of homework at various organizational
levels through executives. 7
Figure 1














Interest in telework did not spread widely until the
early 1970' s. The driving force was the fact that the price
of computers fell, making home computing a realistic
possibility. In addition, the potential benefits were
gradually identified from the integration of
telecommunications in the data processing field. In the
late 1970s the French term "telematics" was coined
describing the growing interconnection of telecommunication
and computers into one integrated system. Another crucial
activity that helped popularize telework was the

international oil crisis in the early 1970s. The high price
of oil focused critical attention on the waste of energy in
transportation systems. The combination of technical
potential, social, and economic needs were the preconditions
that catalyzed the technological breakthrough into
teleworking. The dominant view of telework in the initial
phase was that energy savings could be increased by
substituting electronic communication for physical
transportation
.
In 1974 the term "telecommuting" , was actually coined
in the United States to replace the equivalent "tele-work"
or "home-work" phrases previously described. Systematic
analysis of the pros and cons of telecommuting at a societal
level were published. Included in these studies were the
human and economic costs and benefits of the employee
traveling to and from work, compared to the costs and
benefits of staying at home, using the communication highway
to feed information to the office. It was found that in
telecommuting, the benefits far outweighed the costs
associated.
Finally in 1980, the telecommuting was introduced as
one of the basic elements of the emerging world wide "Third
Wave" trend for business development. This predicted that
an information based production system would move millions
of workplaces from factories and offices back to where the
g
workers had come from; the home.

CHAPTER TWO
TELECOMMUTING JOBS AND WORK SITES
The personnel eligible to fill telecommuting jobs are
unique in nature. In this chapter we will look at their
profiles, along with some typical candidates. The hiring
practices, where telecommuting occurs and finally, the past
and developing organizations will be discussed.
2.1 Personnel eligible .
Over the years, cities have transitioned from
industrial centers to administrative centers, dominated by
huge private and public office buildings. Early
twentieth-century office technology, with traditional
organizational thinking and growing administrative duties,
led to the establishment of large, hierarchical
administration complexes operated out of skyscraper
buildings, with doormen on the ground floor and bosses at
the top. This organizational structure created the office
wide commute that has been associated with the overloading
of an already aging national infrastructure. Today, such
centralized administrative facilities are no longer
necessary. It also opens the door to a larger labor pool
including the physically-impaired, the elderly and
geographically-remote. The "remote office", with dispersed
local work centers and limited person-to-person interface,

is technically more feasible for a variety of personnel in
various jobs. Three different telecommuting profiles, when
it occurs, three candidates and the future for expansion
will be addressed.
Based on six years of research, the following is a
profile of today's typical telecommuter:
A) A salaried employees who works at home two to
four days a week instead of going to the office. These
individuals work for firms that would otherwise have
them commute to work in traffic; the time these
employees spend at home is in place of time spent in
commuting and working in the office.
B) These telecommuters are employed by
approximately 300 organizations, almost all of which
are in the private business sector, ranging from
Fortune 100 companies down to ten-person start-up
firms.
C) The employees are fairly evenly divided between
professional and clerical workers, although in the past
the latter group made up more of these telecommuters.
Recently, however, the trend is for more professionals
to work at home, although the number of days they spent
home varies because of a more casual approach to
scheduling; they might spend one day a week at home one
week, four days at home the next, and so on.
10

Most telecommuting occurred during mid-week days, not
on Monday or Friday. Equally important, many telecommuters
indicated that they were not able or preferred not to have a
designated telecommuting day—the days of the week for
telecommuting changed week by week and month by month. This




Days of the Week for Telecommuting 13
Percentage of






No Set Day 28%
While many worked the same schedule at home as in the
office, others indicated that they started their work day
earlier and ended it earlier compared to a regular work day.
Presumably, this flexibility freed time in late afternoon to
spend with children, attend school, or do household chores.
2.1.1 Candidates.
The following are three example scenarios of various
telecommuting candidates that would each benefit from
telecommuting opportunities.
The first candidate who closely fits the telecommuting
pattern is a married woman with children at home and a
11

husband who works. She is a mid-level manager who is well
established within her organization. By becoming a
telecommuter she hopes to gain more time with her children,
acquire the flexibility to attend school, and reduce the
pressure and cost of commuting.
Another telecommuting candidate is the modern mobile
upper level-executive in a large, multi-national
organization. He maximizes the capabilities that today's
technology allows through telecommuting. Some of the
representative telecommuting constraints that people must
face today are identified here.
What this typical candidate does can be divided loosely
into two categories: (1) "manifest" work activities,
performed primarily alone, such as information retrieval and
perusal, reading, editing, and document preparation; and (2)
communication and related activities involving other
individuals. As with many managers and executives, at least
half of this candidate's time is devoted to communications.
In fact, over 80 percent of his computer time is spent
sending and receiving information and electronic mail. With
recent advances in hardware and software these activities
14
can be performed through telecommuting.
A third eligible telecommuter is one with work based
exclusively on information services. Much of this
information available to personnel providing service
information is generated as a by-product of an
organization's routine transaction processing, rather than
12

created specifically for the purpose of supporting
distributed work. 15 For example, the computerized
reservation systems for the airline industry was developed
to allow a highly distributed work force of travel agents to
gain up-to-date information about flight schedules, seat
availability and prices. A variant of this reservation
system combined with nationwide data networks such as
CompuServe, now allows average citizens to access the same
information on their personal computers at home. Similarly,
by using database technology combined with call distributors
and other telecommunications by-products, service
representatives working for a telephone company, can access
recent bills, customer credit history, and other pertinent
information so that they can resolve billing conflicts,
collect past-due accounts, take new service orders, and
answer customer questions from home.
Representative surveys in major worldwide cities
illustrate that roughly two thirds of all jobs lend
themselves to decentralization in one form or another. In
theory, all jobs and tasks which are not production-related
can be carried out by telecommuters in satellite offices or
from personal homes, on the basis of electronic homework,
neighborhood work centers instead of in central office
buildings. One recent study shows that:
A) 1/3 of decision makers in international
companies are interested in telecommuting options.
13

B) 30% of the workforce already working with
computer equipment are interested in telecommuting. 16
Despite this vast potential, however, actual
applications of telecommuting are not as popular as one
might expect. Estimates of numbers personnel involved in
all forms of telecommuting are vary between a 4-6% of the
17
work force. Certainly, the definition, form and scope of
the telecommuting under consideration plays an important
role with regard to these estimates. Nevertheless, whatever
definition one may adopt, it is clear that the existing
potential for telecommuting applications has not by any
means been reached.
2.2 Corporate hiring practices .
With increasing world-wide competition and the changing
labor force, hiring motivated and dedicated employees can be
very difficult. Telecommuting programs enable firms to
recruit from a wider audience, tapping into new labor pools
such as the physically-impaired, the elderly and
geographically-remote employees. In a study of criteria
used to hire a telecommuter, the personal character of the
employee that meets the immediate needs of the firm is the
most important issue. This trust must be considered along




In a profile of desirable telecommuting employee is
underscored by the corresponding critical need for employee
trustworthiness. Mutual trust and confidence must prevail
between the employee and the executive when derealization
of work is being considered. This loyalty of the
telecommuter must be identification with the company's
objectives, resulting in his industriousness without
constant supervision.
One way to measure the general trustworthiness of a
potential employee is to look at the number of years with
past firms. This has worked well in many private
telecommuting firms, including IBM. Long stable work
histories tend to parallel employee trustworthiness.
Another measure of trust for telecommuting candidates
is to use only "exempt" workers in telecommuting programs,
i.e. employees with the special status who, apart from being
specialists, enjoy the particular confidence of their
18
superiors and are not paid for overtime.
During the course of the employee evaluation, task
orientation also proved to be closely tied to
trustworthiness. The employee who undertakes telecommuting
must have a great deal of self-organization and
self-discipline for doing independent work assignments with
minimal periodic management inputs. This is especially
evident in a telecommuter's own account of their work at
home:
It is critical to recognize which documents are
needed, to initiate the necessary steps at an early
15

stage, to carry out duties according to urgency, to
divide work into those tasks that can be done quickly
and those tasks that require longer working hour, and
to structure work in such a way that conclusions are
reached before long interruptions are made.
Another issue to be considered in hiring a telecommuter
is the minimal need for social contact while on the job.
For such workers, isolation on the job is not experienced as
a burden, but as a means of focusing and achieving job
satisfaction. The assumption used is that problems are more
easily solved by contemplating a series of interdependent
steps and are done better by individuals in isolation with
minimal distraction. This complements the assumption that
some personnel tend to work better as "loners" and explains
why they make better telecommuters. Task-orientation and
little desire for social contacts therefore turn out to be
important selection criteria for potential telecommuters.
The hiring of a telecommuter is an important measure of
the flexibility and progressiveness of the company policy.
Hiring is usually accomplished through an internal
reorganization, selecting employees already involved in the
organization. It gives personnel an alternate basis for
accomplishing the company's objectives with maximum personal
flexibility.
2.3 Home or Work Centers ?
Telecommuting is changing the way that business is
conducted and how work is being defined. Instead of being a
16

place where people go, "work" is now something that
employees "do" independent of location. The three most
popular locations used for telecommuting are the home,
satellite work center and the neighborhood work center.
Currently the most popular option for telecommuting is
at home. This involves little or no outlay in time or cash
for employers and scores highest with employees.
The next is the satellite work center. Often confused
with branch offices, satellite work centers differ in one
important respect: all the people who work at them also live
near them. For example, if a company in downtown Los
Angeles sets up a satellite work center in the inland area,
only people who reside in that area would work there
—
regardless of where their supervisors or other department
members work.
The final one is the neighborhood work center. Like
the satellite work center, they provide an opportunity for
employees to work closer to home—in this case, in shared
office facilities with employees from other firms. Tenants
in a neighborhood work center usually share support
services, such as clerical help, telecommunications
equipment, photocopying machines and office supplies.
Although more difficult and costly to set up, work centers
are easier to sell in concept to management
—
perhaps because
they more closely resemble the traditional office.
There are at least three successful neighborhood work
centers in operation in the United States: the Washington
17

State Telework Center and the Ballard Neighborhood Telework
center, both in Washington State, and the Hawaii Telework
Center. Experts believe that we will soon see more
satellite and neighborhood work centers. These work centers
have the potential to solve the growing jobs/housing
imbalance problem that many communities are facing by moving
the jobs closer to where the employees live. In Japan,
where housing is at a premium, telecommuting is already
20
almost entirely work center-based.
2.4 Organization .
2.4.1 The past.
It is clear that corporate managers are not
overwhelmingly in favor of having employees work at home.
Current management culture tend to work against these
arrangements. In general, corporate culture has trained
management to be geared around control when the employee
walks in the door of the building, until the end of the day
when he or she leaves. Working nine-to-five is subordinate
in importance to "being there".
There are many organizational symbols manifested
throughout the day that teach the employee accepted norms of
behavior in terms of how much one can "goof off, when
coffee breaks take place, how punctual one should be at a
meeting, what clothes are appropriate. All these symbols
create norms of acceptable behavior that go far beyond





playing by the rules is rewarded
over productivity and efficiency.
For the employee in these corporate cultures, the
reward for consistent conforming behavior is promotion. No
matter how much it is stated that good performance is
rewarded, the real key to promotability is visibility. One
does not only have to conform to organizational norms, one
must also demonstrate conformity to those that count. This
often entails demonstrating punctuality at meetings, wearing
the right clothes, speaking at the right times, and so
21forth. Obviously, this cannot be done if telecommuting.
For an organization to reap the productive benefits of
telecommuting, the emphasis on the quality, timeliness, and
effectiveness of the work output must outweigh the
traditional cultural management trends of accepting
conformity.
2.4.2 Definitions.
During the last 2 years the organization of
telecommuting work has been defined in four different ways.
These definitions correspond to trends in organizational
structure, from the original centralized structure in which
all administrative operations are located at a single site
through the phases of increasing decentralization as seen in
22Figure 2:
A) Centralization. Characteristically all
administrative operations are concentrated at a single
19

site with workers divided into functional groups
according to their primary information produced.
B) Fragmentation. Relatively coherent sub-units
of the central organization break off and relocate
closer to the homes of employees. Employees at these
sub-units still belong to the same administrative unit
in the organization; the spatial evolution of
organizations
.
C) Dispersion. A number of smaller work locations
are established by the central organization. Employees
at a dispersed work location do not report to the
department in which they work, but to the location
nearest their homes.
D) Diffusion. A number of small work locations or
homeworking places are established in which one or more
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Telecommuting has many benefits for each of the
organizations and individuals involved. In this chapter we
will look at the benefits from three different points of
view; the public interest, the sponsoring company or
organization, and finally the individual employee. We will
conclude by looking at associated company costs required to
implement the program.
3.1 Public .
Society as a whole benefits from telecommuting. It
results in greater economic efficiency for both the private
and public sectors. It provides increased mobility or
locational flexibility, demand for use of the "information
highway", increased efficiency for Florida state employees,
more efficient use of the transportation infrastructure, and
overall energy savings.
The benefits of telecommuting to the general public
comes not from just work done at a desk, but also en-
compasses activities such as working while mobile, field
work, and computer/telecommunication assisted education.
What could once be done only in an office or lecture hall,
for example, can now often be accomplished from any city,
state or country around the world. Increased locational
flexibility benefits both the mobile employee and the
22

geographically remote person in the city or country. 23
A spin off development from telecommuting is the
expansion and construction of the advanced
telecommunications infrastructure in metropolitan areas. It
provides major users of the "information highway" at home
and at remote locations.
A local example of the potential public benefit of
telecommuting is in the state of Florida. A state-wide
computer and telecommunications infrastructure are in place
to support state employees who wish to telecommute. Many
state government workers perform tasks which do not require
daily face-to-face interaction with others and could just as
easily be performed in a properly equipped home office or
other alternative work setting. The state government has an
excellent backbone communications network and the
utilization of computers by state workers is on the
increase. The execution of telecommuting is only awaiting
24
management acceptance and initiation of a new policy.
3.1.1 Transportation and Energy.
A 1993 study of public sector telecommuting benefits
provided significant data to support the fact that
transportation loading dropped and that there was a
significant overall energy savings.
Telecommuting has been frequently proposed as a
strategy for reducing peak-period vehicle trips, fuel
consumption, noise and air pollution by substituting
23

communications for travel. It has been included as such, in
a variety of federal, state, regional, and local policy
statements
.
The measured net impact of a 1994 telecommuting study
on transportation demonstrated a relatively uniform
reduction in miles traveled: Telecommuting reduced the
number of vehicle miles traveled by workers an average of
189 miles per month. This number included all forms of
transportation, i.e. subway, bus, and automobile. It was
based on average month with 3.7 telecommuting days. If
these numbers were expanded to a significant percentage of
society, the resulting reduction in transportation
requirements could have a significant reduction on highways
25
overloading during peak usage hours.
Substituting telecommunications for transportation can
affect not only traffic congestion but also energy
consumption and resulting air pollution. In a 1976
pioneering study, California researchers reported that urban
automobiles, used primarily for commuting to work, accounted
for almost 10% of the nation's total energy consumption.
Telecommuting can have a positive effect in helping to
achieve public clean air goals required by recent
legislation, by reducing the number of employees commuting
to work in a car.
All of the benefits associated with telecommuting,
which have made it an attractive work option elsewhere,
especially apply in Florida. Florida's Department of
24

Transportation reports that more than 2 5% of the
state-maintained roads are considered deficient by
congestion standards. Additionally, the urban
state-maintained roads are even more severely congested;
nearly 44% have major congestion problems and are classified




The State Energy Office reports that Floridians waste
an estimated three million hours a day due to traffic
congestion, and that the average motorist wastes 53 gallons
of fuel each year as a result. This wasted time and fuel
due to traffic congestion result in an extra $593 spent per
driver over a year. Telecommuting can help resolve these
28issues for the state of Florida.
3.2 Company .
Fundamental changes in the organization of work and in
the character of the work force, as well as, advances in
communication technology, have made telecommuting an option
for firms. Private, public and military organizations are
increasingly considering telecommuting as a way to increase
productivity, reduce incidental absence, and reduce the cost
of overhead office space. The widespread use of information
systems in the service sector requires some changes in
management practice, but has allowed workers to be





One study conducted by the National Academy of Sciences
showed that telecommuting increased the productivity of
managers and clerical workers by 15% to 2 5%. Travelers
Insurance Company reported a 22% increase in productivity
for their telecommuting computer programmers and analysts.
Finally, "Link" research and consulting resources, reported
that telecommuting increased productivity by 20%. 30
The main productivity improvement was found to be from
more work done per hour with greater accuracy. Once
employees were away from the distractions and interruptions
common in many offices, telecommuters found that they could
do more work simply because they could concentrate better.
Of course, this depends on the setting in the home: without
appropriate work space and separation from family
activities, the person's productivity may very well go
down.
Telecommuters who use computer terminals or personal
computers linked to a main computer at the office find that
they can often get more work done later in the afternoon or
into the evening. When fewer employees are using the same
main computer on a "timesharing" system, each person can get
faster responses and will produce more work. In addition,
this schedule change offers other benefits to the employer.
When a portion of the computer's workload can be shifted to
the evening hours, it often results in a more balanced
utilization of that computer. That is, a more constant
percentage of its capacity is used around the clock, instead
26

of it being used most heavily during the day and much less
so at night. This workload balancing means that additional
computer capacity might not be needed as soon as had been
planned, resulting in large savings. 32
There are many times when employees have to attend to
personal business and therefore lose part or all of the work
day, even if the personal business takes only a few hours.
Similarly, there are times when an employee wakes up feeling
ill and tells the employer that he/she will be out sick. If
the person improves by mid-morning, it is rare that he/she
would come into the office for the remainder of the day. In
both of these examples, telecommuters are able to salvage
part of the day by working at least a few hours at home.
These kinds of incidental absences would seem to be minor,
but their cumulative effect can be significant.
Businesses that are growing quickly and need more
space, and/or want to pay less for office space, have found
telecommuting of interest. Since it costs between $1,500 and
$6,000 annually for office space and related services for
one employee (depending on the city and the type of space)
,
this is good reason to look at ways to cut office space
needs
.
While the cost-saving associated with requiring less
office space is perhaps the most tangible benefit that
telecommuting offers a company, it has not yet proven to be
a major factor for many firms. An architect who designs
large office buildings for corporate clients reported that
27

when a client spends millions of dollars on an office
building, they don't express a great deal of interest in
saving what would be a very small percentage of that cost by
using telecommuting. This may be a narrow-minded view, but
it is one that must be overcome to fully gain the benefits
of telecommuting.
In the early 1980' s various telecommuting pilot
programs were sparked by company curiosity to see how well
the innovation would work. This was especially true as
personal computers came into the business world, making
computing hardware very affordable.
This curiosity was a mixed blessing. It was certainly
important to have someone act as a "sponsor" for trying an
innovation like this, and American corporations have often
been criticized as lacking in innovation. However, in these
instances the only reason for trying telecommuting was pure
curiosity; it was not likely to work up to its potential or
last long. In organizations where experimentation was the
driving force, telecommuting was found to work to a limited
extent, mostly because of limited support. With corporate
restructuring, it has been hard to continue these programs
because of resistance in the changing upper management.
3.2.1 Management Practices.
If the concept of telecommuting is technologically
possible, provides good business benefits, and appeals to
many employees, why is it not more widespread? Many
28

managers fear that once their workers are out of sight, that
they will neglect their duties. Their training in
supervision has been hinged around observing; in fact, the
Latin basis of supervise is "super" (over) + "videre" (to
see)
.
When managers cannot "oversee" their workers they
become uncomfortable - one common question raised by
managers about telecommuting is, "How will I be able to tell
when my telecommuter is doing a full day's work at home?"
This is an example of the very understandable fear of loss
of control felt by the manager. A reply to this question is,
"How can you tell your employee is doing a full day's work
in the office?" 35
The manager needs to make the distinction between
observing activity and managing results. The most
successful managers of telecommuters are those who
concentrate on the "deliverables", i.e., what are the
end-products that my employee must deliver to me by a
certain date and according to certain standards.
It is most interesting that managers of telecommuters
almost always say that the process of having to manage from
a distance makes them better managers of other employees who
remain in the office. This is because the manager is now
forced to use some of the good management practices that
have been taught for years (such as setting goals and
monitoring progress) . These are often ignored because the





For a worker, the benefits of location independence may
include a more desirable lifestyle: increased flexibility,
less work distractions, better working hours, easing child
care coordination, reduced stress, and reduced commuting.
To this end, most employees regard telecommuting as a major
benefit. Because of this, resulting morale and motivation
are increased. The following are some of its employee
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selling points:
Increased flexibility and more comfortable work
environment. Employees are free to choose their own work
hours. No office rules are in place to dictate "how to
work". They're also likely to spend less on work attire and
lunches. Also, because telecommuters don't have to drive to
work every day, they may have more options deciding where
they want to live.
Less distractions at home than in the office. Studies
indicate that employees faced fewer distractions at home
than they did at the office. Telecommuters have more
continuous productive work time and can use once previous
commute time for work.
Better matching of work hours and biological clocks.
The typical 9-to-5 work schedule is more a convenience to
the employer than the employees. Some people are most
productive in the very early morning hours and others work
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best well into the night. Telecommuting has allowed people
to produce more and better work by allowing them to work at
a time that is their personal peak period, instead of
according to the employer's timeclock.
Easing child care and elder care problems.
Telecommuting can make it easier for working parents to
manage child care arrangements. It is not, however, a
substitute for child care. A parent cannot work and care
for a child at the same time. Generally, this causes jobs
to suffer.
Employees are less stressed. Studies show that the
drive to work can sap employees of energy, even as much as
two hours after the commute. Telecommuting can actually
reduce illness caused by stress. Also, in the case of
emergencies such as a sick child or car breakdown, a
telecommuter can take care of the problem and spend the rest
of the day working, instead of calling in sick and losing




Perceived Benefit Percentage of
for Telecommuters Telecommuters
Flexible work schedule 75%
Less commuting time 68%
Less commuting stress 47%
Fewer expenses 3 0%
More time with family 18%
Higher productivity 14%
Easier child care arrangements 9%
More time for household chores 7%
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Reduced commuting. By working at home, or at local work
centers closer to home, employees reduce driving time with
the associated expense and frustration that goes along with
it. They save hundreds to thousands of dollars annually on
gas, car maintenance, insurance and depreciation. A 1993
study of resulting employee benefits reported that almost
half of the driving time to and from work (45 percent) , was
in congested traffic and cost nearly $3 per week for
gasoline, tolls, parking, insurance, financing and
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automobile purchase cost used in commuting. Table 3 is a
compiled average:
TABLE 3
Trip Averages for 1993 Commuting Study
Aspect of the Trip Average
Distance 21.7 miles
Travel Time 59 minutes, 19 seconds
Cost $5.93
Waiting Time 6 minutes, 33 seconds
Number of Travel Modes 2 .
6
We can expand the numbers and use this average to come
up with a cumulative total of 11,000,000 man years that 69%
of the 110 million people in the U. S. workforce spend in
daily commuting per year. This corresponds to 10% of the
total workforce capabilities. The total cost of this












A break down of individual items of cost savings to a
telecommuter is listed below in Table 4: 41
TABLE 4
Cost Savings on Telecommuting Days
Telecommuters
With Increase









There was a strong perception by telecommuters that
they were more productive working at home. Many supervisors
of the telecommuters also saw improvements in productivity,
although their perceptions were not as strong as those of
the telecommuters themselves. Telecommuters also indicated
that telecommuting helped them to better manage their time.





Telecommuting allowed me to:
Manage time better
Be more productive
Work at more convenient hours
Coordinate work and family activities better










Telecommuting also improved the employee' attitudes
toward their jobs and their employers. In addition, 98
percent reported a favorable or very favorable attitude
about telecommuting after 10 months as telecommuters, and 96
percent wanted to continue telecommuting.
3.4 Costs .
Telecommuting has many benefits for all players
involved. To implement the program however, certain costs
must be borne by the company to support to operations,
hardware and associated planning and training.
On average, the cost of air conditioning and lighting
in summer months raised the home electric bills of
telecommuters by $11.00 per month; the cost of daytime
heating and lighting in winter months raised their utility
bills by $7.95; and their extra use of the telephone on
telecommuting days raised their phone bills by $9.35 per
month
.
Virtually all telecommuters relied on the telephone to
conduct work and stay in touch with fellow workers. In
addition some used fax machines, modems, and other
telecommunications equipment to support their work from
home. Studies showed that 88 percent of the telecommuters
said that additional household telecommunications capacity
in the form of a second telephone line was essential or very
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helpful to support telecommuting as indicated in Table 6
below:
TABLE 6
Importance of a Second Telephone Line
How Important Is a Second Telephone Line Percentage of
For You To Do Telecommuting Work? Telecommuters
Essential 63%
Helpful But Not Required 25%
Not Needed 9%
Not Applicable 4%
Furthermore, almost a quarter of those telecommuting
indicate that some problems exist in the process. More
hardware required at the remote work site is listed as the
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number one obstacle, see Table 7:
TABLE 7
Problems and Obstacles in Telecommuting
Perceived Problem or Obstacle for Telecommuters
Need for office equipment in the home 24%
Higher household utility expenses 19%
Skepticism of co-workers 18%
Interference of family 16%
Limited space at home for work 14%
Employer not supportive of telecommuting 11%
Need to carry work to and from office 9%
Planning and training of personnel involved and
influenced by telecommuting is a critical cost that must
also be considered. These steps must be soundly executed in
order for the program to be well accepted and work to its
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potential. Ignoring this process can be the death of even
45the most well-intentioned telecommuting program.
The final cost that must be considered is that of a
legal nature to enforce federal telecommuting regulations.
The Employment and Housing Subcommittee of the Congressional
House Committee on Government Operations issued a report in
1986 that concluded that "All home-based workers are
entitled to full protection of the laws which cover on-site
workers .
"
The costs associated with telecommuting are minimal
compared to the increase in productivity and other
associated benefits. The details are handled by





As new work arrangements such as job sharing, home
offices and telecommuting, are implemented in the current
U.S. work force, various concerns are being brought up. The
concerns we will discuss in this chapter relate to
telecommuting. The first category is of a social nature;
what impacts will working in isolation have on society. The
second is how will the external environment effect work
patterns and arrangements.
4.1 Social Concerns .
There has been considerable concern that telecommuting,
much like television, contributes to social isolation.
However, unexpectedly, it has also given rise to new forms
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and norms of socialization. New long distance computer
interest network groups, bulletin board participants,
political, educational and gaming groups have been
established because of the computer boom. Rather than
negatively impacting society, telecommuting is changing the
means of social communications by applying the state of art
technology. The concerns that have been raised about the
social isolation of people who work at home alone on a full
time basis, the fact that the home is considered an escape
from stress for some people, traditional family conflicts
and work center results will be discussed.
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One early belief that has delayed the widespread
adoption of telecommuting was the idea that people would not
want to be socially isolated from others. The assumption
was that telecommuting was to be full-time work from home.
Current experience indicates that telecommuting is most
often part-time: one or two days per week on average. At
this level, isolation and related issues such as visibility
to management are not often cited as concerns by
telecommuters. Even when telecommuting is virtually
full-time, users found ways of staying in contact by
participating in local chapters of professional
organizations, having lunch with colleagues, using
electronic mail extensively, computer-aided conferencing,
and the on-line availability of conference proceedings.
Thus, the technology that permits increased isolation is
. 48being used to decrease it.
An interesting perspective to the social concern issue
came from an analysis of current telecommuting schemes in
the U.K. Some personnel felt uncomfortable working at home,
normally considered a place of rest and relaxation, because
they needed an escape from the stressful world of work.
Telecommuting caused some users to find that now the home
was a place where work stress was generated, along with the
usual requirement for home chores. It turned into a place
from which people want to escape whenever possible, i.e.
into any other relatively pleasant social environment.
Attitudes of individuals 1 willingness to work at home were
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found to vary from extremely positive to these strongly
negative opinions, according to how interesting or well
rewarded their job was. These differing personal
experiences tend to add controversy to the social impact of
• 49
any telecommuting scheme.
4.1.1 Traditional Family Conflict.
Social family conflict, generally associated with
working women, surfaced when they had traditional home
commitments in addition to their work requirements. Major
problems arose due to stress within the woman's job, family
and housekeeping. The lack of a separation between job,
family and leisure time was especially felt when family
member care was simultaneously handled at home in the work
area.
In most cases telecommuting could not be regarded as an
instrument to overcome the traditional gender role
allocation, which assigns women primarily to child care
responsibilities. In other work situations, women also
usually had greater stress than men, because of the balance
required with the job, housekeeping and the children. A
dedicated work room did not help to support a separation of
family and professional work. Family demands, especially
children of nursery school age, disturbed professional work.
This social work situation was only found to be positive if
the work was extremely flexible and could be easily divided
into multiple parts. The woman's use of time was very
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critical and could only be utilized in the early mornings
and in the late evening. In this situation the daily
routine of the woman was socially acceptable if it could be
planned according to demands of both the family and the
, 50
employer.
The issue of elder care is likely to assume major
proportions over the next several decades as more of the
U.S. population ages. By the year 2 000, the Census Bureau
estimates that the "oldest old," those Americans aged 85 or
older, will number five million and are likely to be mostly
women who have little or no retirement benefits. According
to Dana Friedman of the Conference Board, a private
nonprofit business research institute in New York City,
nearly 80 percent of the oldest old live outside nursing
homes and thereby require some type of elder-care
assistance. If telecommuting is used as a way to handle
these family support issues a beneficial balance must be met
between both work and the family.
The decision to telecommute in the traditional role was
judged as a positive decision when the family was able to be
weighed first and the job second, during the primary-care
phase of the children. Extremely flexible working hours and
job division had to be carefully balanced in order to obtain





Results of satellite and neighborhood work center
experiments with telecommuting have been found to offer an
opportunity for positive social and professional
interaction. Some of the resulting positive and negative
social aspects of work centers studied included the
52following:
A) Positive work environment: The work center offered a
cross-cultural, rich, and varied learning opportunity.
Participants at work centers cooperated and offered each
other "work-related reciprocal services" and other forms of
cooperation, including joint social arrangements (Christmas
lunch, for example) . "The absence of a professional
hierarchy" was noted as facilitating cooperation in social
contacts. Several participants mentioned that they gained
greater technical competence and greater insight into their
work potential.
B) Integration between work and private life ("separate
but close") : Participants began to work more flexible hours
in order to take advantage of work center proximity to the
home. This resulted in a better family environment.
Flexible work hours allowed flexible reactions in emergency
situations. One father reported that he was able to
accompany his small daughter to the hospital for emergency
treatment, drop her back off at the child care center and
return to work, only losing a few hours.
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C) Less pronounced work specialization: Participants
usually retained their earlier work tasks and received added
tasks; mainly of a support nature. This was considered by
some as a positive and others as a negative effect. Some,
however, could carry out only part of their work at the
center, their other tasks requiring interface only available
at the main office.
D) Polarization: Those participants selected by their
employers for the experiment felt animosity from the non-
participating office employees. The company seemed to
polarize because some employees felt that they were not
believed to be capable of the responsibly of handling so
much freedom. A communication barrier was built up between
remote employees and the main office, making it difficult to
conduct business. Some employers declined to participate at
all on the grounds that polarization lead to reduced morale
which in turn would hurt the company. Other employers seem
to indicate a belief that this degree of freedom would be
too great for any of their employees.
E) Limited social contact: Participants were
disappointed in work centers because they felt that they
were too small - at least ten people should spend a large
portion of their working time there. It was an advantage,
they said, when two or more people with the same employer
work together at the same center.
In general it was found that the positive potential
impact for the individual and society as a whole seems to be
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greater at shared neighborhood and satellite work centers
rather than in the employee's home.
4.2 External Environment Effects .
Current changes in the U.S. economy, its
internationalization and conversion to a service industry
are resulting in shifting attitudes toward the separation of
the home and the workplace. Stiffer competition and the
move toward a smaller corporate labor force amplifies these
shifting traditional boundaries between the home and
workplace. New work arrangements for both men and women are
. .53
resulting in increased telecommuting.
The internationalization of the U.S. economy has forced
Americans to recognize that competition from abroad is
exerting as much of an influence on jobs as is competition
from within the U.S. economy. Foreign competition has been
especially strong from Japan and the Far East in the
electronics, automotive, and garment industries. U.S. firms
are trying to find ways to cut labor costs, maintain
quality, and remain competitive in a world economy in which
other countries can frequently compete more favorably.
Technology constitutes another driving force affecting
both the design and distribution of jobs. Office work is
increasingly being automated, and estimates are that by the
end of 1995, 15 million computer terminals will be used in
the United States. Wassily Leontief and Faye Duchin (The
Future Impact of Automation on Workers) found that
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technological change would result in absolute gains in jobs,
only slightly changing traditional clerical/management
54
occupations.
Finally, the transformation of the U.S. economy from
an industrial to a service economy has had a profound impact
on potential new work arrangements. Service-related jobs in
retail and business have grown at a much faster rate than
industrial jobs over the last decade. These new service
jobs vary in their skill requirements; some necessitate
higher educational and skill levels, others call for minimal
training. Most rely on advanced telecommunication equipment
to some degree. This growing service industry is very
flexible because of and the ability to transport the
information anywhere communication access is available. The
resulting service work can be conducted anywhere, opening
55the doors for telecommuting.
4.2.1 Effects of Worsened Conditions.
As competition continues to increase and profits drop,
worldwide business conditions are more competitive. In the
U.S., companies are down-sizing and taking other steps to
control costs. This move toward a "lean and mean" corporate
labor force opens the door to varied work arrangements if
they can prove cost effective.
This has been a developing trend over the last five
years and there are signs that it will keep growing. With
so many managers having to do as much or more work with
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fewer people and other resources, they are often not willing
to pursue something like telecommuting. They see it as a
distraction, in the sense that their time for any new
project is so limited.
This very situation could turn out to be a good reason
why telecommuting will grow. If managers can see the link
between telecommuting and cost-cutting, improved retention
of valuable employees, and improved customer service, they
will then see telecommuting as a solution to business
problems. This has been the case in some organizations
56





In this chapter we will discuss telecommuting
implementation through the coordinator and steering
committee planning, effective training, surveying of
potential users, and evaluation feedback. Each step is
required for an effective program execution.
5.1 Plan .
The implementation of telecommuting must be done
effectively and efficiently in order to get full support
throughout the entire office organization. The first
planning step is to gain acceptance from the owner or CEO.
This is imperative because it will send a message of
expected cooperation from management. Once the "Boss"
accepts telecommuting, a pilot program plan can be
developed.
The potential benefits will look attractive for some
and questionable for others. The company must be willing to
commit the resources and give a fair evaluation period of at
least a year, to give the program a fair chance. With the
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"Top" support, planning can follow this outline:
A) Choose a coordinator. This person will be the
program manager and steering committee chairman, reporting
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directly to the owner. This will be a full time job in a
large organization.
B) Form a steering committee of members from all levels
within the company organization (include the Union
representative)
. They will decide in which division to
start the pilot program, the financial and equipment
resources available, estimates of costs and savings, and
write policy for the company to follow. See Appendix 1 for
Sample Policy. An initial pilot program should be
considered from one of these typical divisions in which both
management and employees are interested:
Administration Purchasing
Marketing and Sales Accounting
Human Resources Information Services
Production Research and Development
C) Convince upper management. With the owner's support
this should be relatively easy. Use their expertise for
inputs on how to tailor the pilot program at the steering
committee level.
D) Convince middle management. This will be the
hardest group to accept the new telecommuting program. Meet
informally with this group on a individual basis if needed.
Indicate the potential benefits; leave the door open that if
the pilot program does not work, it will be modified to
work. Use those middle managers who support the program to
help convince those who have no particular opinion. Most
likely some will not support telecommuting. Survey for
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The second phase is to conduct a company-wide training
session that will inform personnel what telecommuting can do
for the company, as well as, the benefits for the employee.
Introduce the coordinator and steering committee. Explain
which division will be running the pilot program. This
training should help telemanagers feel more confident and in
control. Hopefully this will also convince some of the
employees into wanting to try telecommuting. Survey for
potential telecommuters. See Appendix 3 for Employee
Surveys
Once the employees and telemanagers have been chosen,
the following continued training should be executed:
A) Train telemanagers in: Scheduling.
Resolving concerns.
Task oriented management.
See Appendix 4 for
Assignment forms.
B) Train employees in: Scheduling telecommuting days
Planning a home office.
Resolving concerns.
C) Train telemanager/
telecommuting teams: Getting off to a good start.
Equipping a home office.
Agreeing on deliverables.








Once the telecommuting program has been running,
informal and formal evaluations should be periodically
conducted. Answers should be obtained for the questions:
A) Is telecommuting working?
B) Are any adjustments required?
C) Should the company expand the telecommuting program?
A typical schedule to follow would include informal
discussions with selected telecommuters and telemanagers at
monthly or quarterly intervals. A focus group of all
individuals involved can meet quarterly to brainstorm any
changes required. Finally, at the one year point a formal
written survey should be conducted of all personnel involved
and any company employees who have interface with
telecommuters
.
The results of the above should be compiled and taken
to the owner to determine if the program is worth continuing





There are already many examples of telecommuting being
utilized in industry today. Three different case studies
are presented in this chapter showing various situations and
stages of implementation. Each of these alternate work
schemes can be applied in similar situations.
6.1 California .
The first example focuses around Pacific Bell located
in California. The company started a telecommuting program
during the 1984 Olympics to help employees avoid expected
traffic congestion which would cause disruption on day-to-
day operations. Originally, Pacific Bell had 75 people
working at home and 22 working at two Los Angeles based
satellite offices. Five years later, as of July, 1989, the
company had nearly 600 people working at home and 25 working
at satellite offices. In additional 400 employees
telecommuted on an informal part time basis. Professional
staff and managers have been phased in as part of the
program.
Pacific Bell encourages participants to use equipment
that best suits their job requirements. They have access to
extensive hardware, along with a local area network, a
system that provides electronic mail, calendaring,
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conferencing, multiple mainframe computer access and voice
mail.
Program Evaluation: According to a January 1988 survey
• • 58
of Pacific Bell telecommuters and their supervisors:
A) More than 80 percent of all telecommuters considered
themselves successful. Nearly all said they were satisfied
with telecommuting.
B) Telecommuters said they produce more work, have
fewer distractions and are able to "work in their own way."
Some reported disadvantages, including a lack of support
tools (such as clerical and equipment) , reduced interaction
with co-workers and working too much.
C) More than 60 percent of managers said that managing
telecommuters was no different than managing in-office
employees. Only 25 percent felt it is more difficult
(citing assessing work performance, communications
difficulties, and maintaining a sense of teamwork as the
main reasons)
.
D) Two thirds of managers said that productivity
increased because employees were more satisfied with their
jobs.
6.2 United Kingdom .
One of the first documented industrial countries to use
telecommuting was the United Kingdom. F. International Inc.
was founded in 1962 as a light industrial telecommuting type
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organization from their very inception. They worked at
local neighborhood work centers in close vacinity to their
homes. The mostly female (96%) work force has continued to
grow over the years. In 1987 the company employed 2 00 full
time employees with an additional 800 on a "freelance"
basis.
Xerox International followed suit of International in
London, and in 1982 introduced telecommuting at employee's
homes to reduce overhead costs. As the company continued to
grow, it kept the same home office size (and overhead) and
increased the number of "network" employees. This work
arrangement was found to be a direct labor multiplier,




Our final case study is the City of Amsterdam. It is
in its currently telecommuting infancy. The city is taking
great strides at installing basic information/communication
infrastructure as a competitive strategy to increase the
attractiveness of the city as a business center. This is
simultaneously opening the doors to allow telecommuting.
Among the modern information systems developments the City
Council is helping to introduce include the following:
A) Telecommunications improvements: Dutch Public
Telecommunications (DPT) has established a fiber optic
network connecting the main centers in the Amsterdam
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metropolitan area, allowing business interests to apply
telecommuting.
B) Industrial developments: telecommunications,
technology and information businesses are being concentrated
in three main areas: a commercial cluster around Teleport
Sloterdijk jointly developed by the City Council, DPT and
private interests; Informatics House, near the Central
Station, for use by high technology firms; and finally a new
science park, Watergraafsmeer, for specialist research into
chips, solar cells and artificial intelligence.
C) Construction of the Amsterdam World Trade Center:
this has 74,320 square meters of office space with a video
conference center provided by the DPT. There is also a
demonstration center for advanced telecom services.
D) State of the art Schiphol Airport: in addition to
offering an integrated telecommunications service, the
Airport Authority is developing a value added network to
link air cargo carriers, forwarders, brokers, truckers, the
railways, shippers and Dutch Customs.
Overall the Amsterdam City Council is looking into the
future utilizing telecommunications as a key point to the
success of the city strategy to increase business
attractiveness and create an "intelligent" Amsterdam. The
infrastructure and services offered are the solid groundwork






Telecommuting is a effective application of advancing
technology. It is helping to redefine the work organization
for the information and service based industry. It provides
answers to highway overloading and environmental concerns.
As competition continues to grow on a national and
international level, this information mobility will be
required to survive. Telecommuting provides a competitive
edge in productivity and overhead costs, while broadening
the base of limited resources that can be the effective
means to meeting business and operational goals in private
industry, the military, and public municipalities.
Some resistance from current management will be present
to some degree, during program infancy. However, with
overall company support and the guidelines outlined in
Chapter Five, telecommuting can be effectively implemented





Telecommuting, the practice of working at home or at a
site near the home instead of physically traveling to a
central workplace, is a work alternative that this
organization may offer to some employees when it would
benefit both the organization and the employee.
Telecommuting is not a formal, universal employee
benefit but an alternative method of meeting the needs of
the company. Since telecommuting is a privilege, the
organization has the right to refuse to make telecommuting
available to an employee and to terminate a telecommuting
arrangement at any time.
Employees are not required to telecommute. Employees
have the right to refuse to telecommute if the option is
made available to them. Employees who do choose to
telecommute have the right to cease telecommuting and return
to their former in-office work pattern at any time.
The responsibilities assumed by the organization under
this agreement are as follows:
A) The employee's compensation, benefits, work status
and work responsibilities will not change due to
participation in the telecommuting program.
B) The amount of time the employee is expected to work
per day or per pay period will not change due to
participation in the telecommuting program.
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C) The employee's at-home work space will be considered
an extension of the company work space. Therefore, the
organization will continue to be liable for job-related
accidents that occur in the employee's at-home work space
during the employee's working hours.
D) The organization will be liable for injuries or
illnesses that occur during the employee's agreed-upon work
hours. The employee's at-home work hours will conform to a
schedule agreed upon by the employee and his or her
supervisor. If such a schedule has not been agreed upon,
the employee's work hours will be assumed to be the same as
it was before the employee began telecommuting.
E) The organization assumes no liability for injuries
occurring in the employee's at-home work space outside the
agreed-upon work hours.
The responsibilities assumed by the undersigned
employee under this agreement are as follows:
A) The employee agrees to maintain safe conditions in
the at-home work space, and to practice the same safety
habits in the designated at-home workplace as he or she
would in his or her office on the organization's premises.
B) In the case of an injury while working at home, the
employee will immediately report the injury to his or her




C) Restricted-access materials, such as payroll
records, will not be taken home without the written consent
of the employee's supervisor.
D) The employee will not undertake to provide primary
care for a child under 12 years of age during at-home
working hours. If such children will be in the home during
the employee's at-home working hours, some other individual
must be present to provide primary care for those children.
However, if a child under 12 is ill, the employee may on a
temporary basis provide primary care for that child, subject
to the approval of the employee's supervisor.
The employee will also not undertake to provide primary
care for an elderly adult, who would otherwise require the
care of a nurse, while working at home.
E) The employee will work at home during the hours
agreed upon by the employee and his or her supervisor.
Changes to this schedule will be reviewed and approved in




Selection Survey for Supervisors
Telecommuting or working at a location other than the
conventional office, by itself, or used in conjunction with
double shifting, can result in benefits for both the Company
and its employees. These benefits can include: increased
productivity, reduced overhead, improved morale, reduced
stress and cost savings for employees and the Company.
Every supervisor/manager must fill out a questionnaire
on their employees who are interested in telecommuting. The
results of both the employee and the supervisor




Names of employees under your direct supervision who are
considered candidates for telecommuting:
1. Is the work done by any of your staff as it currently
exists or with modifications suitable for telecommuting, at
least part of the time?
(a) Yes
(b) No (This completes the survey for you thanks!)
2
.
Do you want to participate in this program as a
supervisor of telecommuters?
(a) Yes (Go to question 4a) (b) No (Go to question 3)
3. If not, why not? (Please circle any that apply).
(a) I am not willing to meet the requirements for
participating in the program. (For example, supervision of
remote employees, evaluating employees on basis of work
products, etc.)
(b) I am opposed to making telecommuting available for
anyone
.
(c) I believe the incentive to "goof off" while
telecommuting would be too strong.
(d) I don't want to have to defend the decision that some of
my staff are allowed to telecommute, while others are not.
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(e) I believe there's no good way of assessing productivity
changes due to telecommuting.
(f) It is not fair to the employees not permitted to
telecommute.
(g) Other (please specify)
(This completes the survey for you—thanks!)
4a. In five lines or less, describe the kind of work your
employee(s) do(es)
.
4b. In five lines or less, describe how the work of your
employee (s) can be adapted to telecommuting to better meet
the goals/mission of your department.
The rest of the survey should be completed for each of your
employees who are interested in participating in the
telecommuting program. Some questions, such as those
dealing with your management style, will probably have the
same answers for each employee. In this case, place a check
in the most appropriate blank. Please rate each
characteristic as either high (H) , medium (M) , or low (L)
.
Some questions, however, will inevitably have different
answers for different employees. Please put the initials of
each employee in the appropriate blanks, or duplicate this
form for each employee.
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For example, if you have three interested employees, with
initials UV, WX, and YZ, your response to the first question
below might look like this:
H M L
- Amount of face-to-face communications required UV/WX YZ
4c. The following four groups of characteristics relate
respectively to the existing work, the type of work that can
be done when telecommuting, to the employee, and to the
supervisor. (Please rate each as either high, medium or
low) .
Work Characteristics
Please rate the following according to job requirements and
characteristics of potential telecommuters.
H M L
- Amount of face-to-face contact required
- Ability to organize required face-to-face communications
(e.g. meetings) into pre-determined time periods
- Degree of telephone communications required
- Clarity of objectives for a given work effort
- Autonomy of operation
- Ability to control and schedule work flow
- Amount of in-office reference material required
Future Work as a Telecommuter
Please rate the following job characteristics in terms of
their adaptability to telecommuting.
H M L
- Amount of face-to-face contact required
- Ability to organize required face-to-face communications
(e.g. meetings) into pre-determined time periods
- Degree of telephone communications required
- Clarity of objectives for a given work effort
- Autonomy of operation
- Ability to control and schedule work flow




Please rate the following according to the potential
telecommuter's characteristics as an employee.
H M L
- Need for supervision, frequent feedback
- Quality of organization and planning skills
- Importance of co-workers input to work function
- Discipline regarding work
- Computer literacy level
- Degree of experience in current assignment
- Level of job knowledge
- Productivity
- Quality of Work
Supervisor Characteristics
Please rate the following according to your own
characteristics as a supervisor.
H M L
- Positive attitude toward telecommuting
- Trust employee's ability to telecommute
- Organization and planning skills
- Ability to establish clear objectives
- Provide formal feedback regularly
- Flexibility
- Ability to communicate with employees
- Result and product-oriented rather than activity or
process-oriented
5. What criteria do you use to evaluate your staff's
performance? (For example: quality of work, quantity of
work, timeliness, etc. Please be specific.)
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6. Do all or some of your staff need physical security of
the information, data and materials they work with?
(a) Yes
(b) No (Go to question 8)
(c) Not applicable (Go to question 8)
7. How can the physical security of the information your
employees work with as telecommuters be maintained? (Please
be specific.)
8. Considering the nature of your staff's work, what is the
maximum amount you would want each of them to telecommute?
(Feel free to write initials of employees next to each
category.
)
(a) About once every 2 weeks
(b) About once a week
(c) Two days a week
(d) Three days a week
(e) Occasionally for a special project
(f) Not at all
























10. Given the nature of your staff's work, what equipment
would each one need in order to telecommute the amount you


























12. If so, how much?










Less than one day/month
One day/month
About once every two weeks
About once a week
Two days a week
Three days a week
Four days a week
All the time, with weekly office visits
Several hours a day
13 . Please rate each of your interested staff in terms of
your willingness to let them telecommuter
(a) Not at all willing
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Telecommuting or working at a location other than the
conventional office, by itself, or used in conjunction with
double shifting, can result in benefits for both the Company
and its employees. These benefits can include: increased
productivity, reduced overhead, improved morale, reduced
stress and cost savings for employees and the Company.
The attached questionnaire must be completed by each
person interested in participating in the Company
telecommuting program. Every supervisor/manager must also
fill out a similar questionnaire on their employees who are
interested in telecommuting. The results of both the
employee and supervisor questionnaires can be used for




la. In five lines or less, describe what you currently do.
lb. In five lines or less, describe how your current job can
be adapted to telecommuting to better meet the goals and
mission of your department.
lc. The following four groups of characteristics relate
respectively to your existing work, to your future work as
it can be adapted to telecommuting, to you as an employee,
and to your manager. Please rate each characteristic as
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either high (H) , medium (M) , or low (L) by checking the
appropriate blank.
Existing Work Characteristics
Please rate the following according to your existing job
requirements and characteristics.
H M L
- Amount of face-to-face contact required
- Ability to organize required face-to-face communications
(e.g. meetings) into pre-determined time periods
- Degree of telephone communications required
- Clarity of objectives for a given work effort
- Autonomy of operation
- Ability to control and schedule work flow
- Amount of in-office reference material required
Future Work as a Telecommuter
Please rate the following job characteristics in terms of
their adaptability to telecommuting.
H M L
- Amount of face-to-face contact required
- Ability to organize required face-to-face communications
(e.g. meetings) into pre-determined time periods
- Degree of telephone communications required
- Clarity of objectives for a given work effort
- Autonomy of operation
- Ability to control and schedule work flow
- Amount of in-office reference material required
Employee Characteristics
Please rate the following according to your own
characteristics as an employee, and as a telecommuter.
H M L
- Need for supervision, frequent feedback
- Quality of organization and planning skills
- Importance of co-workers ' input to work function
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- Discipline regarding work
- Reliability concerning work hours
- Computer literacy level
- Desire/need to be around people
- Desire for scheduling flexibility for any reason
- Potential friction at home if telecommuting (e.g.
interruptions due to caring for sick child or spouse)
- Level of job knowledge
- Productivity
- Quality of Work
Supervisor Characteristics
Based on your perceptions of your supervisor's attitude
towards telecommuting and his/her management style, please
rate your supervisor according to the following.
H M L
- Positive attitude toward telecommuting
- Trust employee's ability to telecommute
- Organization and planning skills
- Ability to establish clear objectives
- Provide formal feedback regularly
- Flexibility
- Ability to communicate with employees
- Result and project-oriented rather than activity or
process-oriented (Manages by results not by process)
.
2. What criteria are used by your manager to evaluate your
work? (For example: quality of work quantity of work
timeliness etc. Please be specific.)
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3. Do you need physical security of the information, data
and materials you work with?
(a) Yes (Answer question 4)
(b) No (Go to question 5)
(c) Not applicable (Go to question 5)
4. As telecommuters how can you maintain the security of
your information? (Please be specific.)
5. Considering the nature of your job how much would you
want to telecommute? (Circle one only.)
(a) About once every 2 weeks
(b) About once a week
(c) Two days a week
(d) Three days a week
(e) Occasionally for a special project
6. What kinds of work would you expect to do while























7. Given the amount of telecommuting you want to do and the
kinds of work you would do while telecommuting, what
equipment/ services would you need and which of those do you
















8. Do you work from home at all now, or have you done so
regularly in the past (counting overtime)?
(a) Yes
(b) No (Go to question 11 )
9. If so approximately how much? (Circle one only.)
(a) Less than one day/month
(b) One day/month
(c) About once every two weeks
(d) About once a week
(e) Two days a week
(f) Three days a week
(g) Four days a week
(h) All the time, with weekly office visits
(i) Several hours a day
10. How long have you worked from home?
(a) More than a year
(b) Six months to a year
(c) Three to six months
(d) Less than three months




12. Are there any distractions/obligations that will make





13 . In your opinion after reviewing the information provided









Telecommuting, or working from another location such as
home or an office close to home, is an assignment that
may choose to make available to
some employees when a mutually beneficial situation exists.
Telecommuting is not an employee benefit, but rather is an
alternate method of meeting the needs of this Company.
Employees do not have a "right" to telecommute; the
arrangement can be terminated by either the employee or the
Company at any time.
These are the conditions for telecommuting agreed upon by
the telecommuter and his or her supervisor:
1. The employee agrees to work at the following location:
2. The employee will telecommute days per week.
3. The employee's work hours will be as follows:
4. The following are the assignments to be worked on by the
employee at the remote location with the expected delivery
dates:
5. The following equipment will be used by the employee in
the remote work location:
6. The following is the arrangement agreed upon for handling
telephone calls made by the telecommuter from the remote
work location for Company business:
7. The employee agrees to call the central office to obtain
his or her messages at least times per day.
8. The employee agrees to obtain from the central office all
supplies needed for work at the alternate location; out-of-
pocket expenses for supplies regularly available at the
Company office will not normally be reimbursed.
9. Additional conditions agreed upon by the telecommuter
and the supervisor are as follows: (utility expenses)
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I have reviewed the above material with
prior to his or her participation in the Company's
telecommuting program.
Date Supervisor






textlThis sample was developed by Pacific Bell.
This Agreement, effective , is between
, an employee of
(hereinafter referred to as "Employee") , and
(hereinafter referred to as "Company") . The parties,
intending to be legally bound, agree as follows:
Employee agrees to perform services for Company as a
"Telecommuter." Employee agrees that telecommuting is
voluntary and may be terminated at any time, by either
Company or the Employee, with or without cause.
Other than those duties and obligations expressly
imposed on Employee under this agreement, the duties,
obligations, responsibilities and conditions of Employee's
employment with Company remain unchanged. Employee's
participation in Employee salary, pension, benefit and Com-
pany sponsored insurance plans shall remain unchanged.
The terms "remote work location" or "remote workplace"
shall mean Employee's residence or any remote office
location approved by Employee's department. The term
"central office workplace" shall mean Employee's district
office or Employee's usual and customary Company work
address.
This Agreement shall become effective as of the date
first written, above and shall remain in full force and
effect as long as Employee telecommutes, unless sooner
terminated.
Employee's participation as a telecommuter is entirely
voluntary and is available only to employees deemed eligible
at Company's sole discretion. There exists no right to
telecommute. Either party may terminate Employee's
participation as a telecommuter, with or without cause, upon
reasonable notice thereof, in writing, to the other.
Company will not be held responsible for costs, damages or
losses resulting from cessation of participation as a
telecommuter. This writing is not a contract of employment
and may not be construed as such.
Work Hours, Overtime, Vacations: Employee agrees that
work hours, overtime compensation and vacation schedule will
conform to the terms agreed upon by Employee and Company.
Employee agrees that use of equipment, software, data
supplies and furniture, provided by Company for use at the
remote work location, is limited to authorized persons and
for purposes relating to the business, including self-
development, training and tasks.
Company, at its sole discretion, may choose to purchase
equipment and related supplies for use by Employee while
telecommuting or permit the use of Employee-owned equipment.
The decision as to the type, nature, function and or quality
of electronic hardware (including, but not limited to,
computers, video display terminals, printers, modems, data
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processors and other terminal equipment) , computer software,
data and telecommunications equipment (i.e., phone lines)
shall rest entirely with Company. The decision to remove or
discontinue use of such equipment, data and or software
shall rest entirely with Company. Equipment purchased for
use by Employee shall remain the property of Company.
Company does not assume liability for loss, damage or wear
of Employee owned equipment.
Employee agrees to designate a work space within
Employee's remote work location for placement and
installation of equipment to be used in the projects.
Employee shall maintain this workspace in a safe condition,
free from hazards and other dangers to Employee and
equipment. The site chosen as Employee's remote workplace
must be approved by Company.
Employee agrees that Company may make on-site visits to
the remote work location for the purpose of determining that
the site is safe and free from hazards, and to maintain,
repair, inspect or retrieve Company-owned equipment,
software, data and/or supplies. In the event legal action
is necessary to regain possession of Company-owned
equipment, software data and/ or supplies, Employee agrees to
pay all cost of suit incurred by Company, including
attorneys' fees, should Company prevail.
In the event of equipment failure or malfunction,
Employee agrees to immediately notify Company in order to
effect immediate repair or replacement of such equipment.
In the event of delay in repair or replacement, or any other
circumstance under which it would be impossible for Employee
to telecommute, Employee understands that Employee may be
assigned to do other work and/or assigned to another
location, at Company's sole discretion.
Furniture, lighting, environmental protection and
household safety equipment incidental to use of Company-
owned equipment, software and supplies shall be appropriate
for their intended use and shall be used and maintained in a
safe condition, free from defects and hazards.
Employee understands that Employee remains liable for
injuries to third persons and/or members of Employee's
family on Employee's premises. Employee agrees to defend,
indemnify and hold harmless Company, its affiliates,
employees, contractors and agents from and against any and
all claims, demands or liability (including any related
losses, costs, expenses and attorneys' fees) resulting from
or arising in connection with any injury to persons
(including death) or damage to property, caused directly or
indirectly, by the services provided hereunder by Employee
or by Employee's willful misconduct or negligent acts or
omissions in the performance of Employee's duties and
obligations under this Agreement, except where such claims,
demands or liability arise solely from the gross negligence
or willful misconduct of Company.
Employee acknowledges that, as a result of Employee's
employment, Employee will have access to information
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instituting trade secrets of Company. Employee agrees to
lold such trade secrets in confidence and trust and agrees
lot to use them for Employee's own account or to disclose
:hem to any other person (s) including, but not limited to,
:ompetitors of Company either during the term of Employee's
jmployment or thereafter.
"Trade secrets" as used in this Agreement includes, but
Ls not limited to, any and all confidential or proprietary
information of Company (or of third persons in Company's
>ossession) which is or may be used in Company's business
/hich might give Company an opportunity to obtain an
idvantage over competitors who do not know or use such
.nformation and any other to protect, regardless of whether
iny such information is marked as being trade secrets or was
lade known to Employee by Company prior or subsequent to the
ixecution of this Agreement.
Employee agrees that all Company-owned data, software,
equipment, facilities and supplies must be properly
>rotected and secured. Company owned data, software,
iquipment, facilities and supplies must not be used to
:reate Employee-owned software or personal data. Employee
rill comply with all Company policies and instructions
•egarding conflicts of interest, trade secrets, inventions
tnd confidentiality. Any software, products or data created
is a result of work-related activities are owned by Company
ind must be produced in the approved format and medium.
Employee agrees that on termination of employment Employee
rill return to Company all things belonging to Company,
.ncluding all notes, data reference materials, sketches,
Irawings, memoranda, reports, records, magnetic tapes and
ill other documents in Employee's possession or control
rhich in any way incorporate or reflect any of Company's
:rade secrets.
Employee shall promptly disclose in writing to Company
ill inventions of Employee. Employee shall not disclose any
>uch invention to any other person without the express prior
rritten consent of Company.
Employee shall keep and maintain adequate and written
•ecords of all inventions of Employee in the form of notes,
sketches drawings or such other form as Company may specify,
iuch records shall be available to and be the sole property
>f Company at all times.
Employee hereby assigns to Company all of Employee's
'ights, title, and interest in and to all inventions.
Employee agrees not to use such inventions for Employee's
>wn account or to disclose any such inventions to third
lersons without the express prior written consent of
.'ompany. Employee agrees, both during and after Employee's
imployment, to assist Company in preparing patent
ipplications, to execute all documents and to do all things
rhich Company believes necessary or appropriate to obtain
>atents or registration in connection with such inventions
.n the United States and foreign countries and to vest in
:ompany or Company's designee full title thereto, all at
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Company's expense, but for no consideration to Employee in
addition to Employee's salary or wages. If Company requires
Employee's assistance under this paragraph after termination
of Employee's employment, Company shall compensate Employee
for time actually spent in providing such assistance at an
hourly rate equivalent to Employee's salary or wages during
the last period of such employment.
For the purposes of this Agreement, the term
"invention" includes, but is not limited to, any idea,
concept, process, discovery, device, machine, manufacture,
method, use, apparatus, technique, know-how, composition of
matter, material, design or improvement of any of the
foregoing, whether patentable or not, made or conceived by
Employee, solely or jointly with others, during the term of
Employee's employment, except for any idea or invention for
which no equipment, supplies, facility or trade secret
information of Company was used and which was developed en-
tirely on Employee's own time, and which either (a) does not
relate either to the business of Company or to Company's
actual or demonstrably anticipated research or development,
or (b) does not result from any work performed by Employee
for Company.
Employee agrees to participate in all studies,
inquiries, reports or analyses relating to telecommuting for
Company, including inquiries which employee might consider
personal or privileged. Company agrees that Employee's
individual responses shall remain anonymous on request by
Employee, but that such data may be compiled and made
available to the general public without identification of
Employee.
Employee remains obligated to comply with all Company
rules, policies, practices, instructions, and this Agreement
and understands that violation of such may result in a
preclusion from telecommuting and/or disciplinary action, up
to and including termination of employment.
I affirm by my signature below that I have read this
agreement and understand its subject matter. I affirm that
I was given the opportunity to have this agreement reviewed
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